Win CRUCAST Indoor London Festival Competition - Specific Rules
1. The CRUCAST Indoor London Festival Competition promotion (‘Prize Draw’) is organised by
Lock N Load Events (‘Promoter’).
2. IMPORTANT: This Prize Draw is subject to these Specific Rules AND the Terms and Conditions
which are available here http://www.locknloadevents.com/tc-promotions.html. Entry into
the Prize Draw constitutes acceptance of these Specific Rules and the full Terms and
Conditions.
3. The Prize Draw is only open to residents of UK aged 18 and over. For further details of who
may and may not enter, see the Terms and Conditions.
4. To enter the Prize Draw:
- Sign up for pre sale at www.crucast.london with a valid email address
5. Only one entry may be made per person.
6. The Prize Draw closes at 12pm on Tuesday 13th August. Entries received after that date and
time will not be considered.
7. For details of how your entry may be used, see the full Terms and Conditions.
Winner selection and Prize details
8. One winner will be picked at random from all the valid entries.
9. The winner will receive the CRUCAST Indoor London Festival Competition (‘Prize’) this
includes:
5 x Tickets to every CRUCAST winter tour UK stop
CRUCAST Merch
Terms & Conditions of the venue apply.
10. The Prize does not include: drinks. Is not transferable in name. Winner has to arrive at the
venue with their 4 guests at the same time.
11. Any other costs and expenses which are not specifically included in the prize description
(including domestic travel to and from the event, meals, incidental expenses, gratuities, etc)
are excluded and will be the sole responsibility of the Prize Winner.
12. Merchandise will be either available at the venue or maybe mailed to the winner, if winner is
out during delivery, it is the winner’s responsibility to arrange with the delivery service to
pick up or arrange another delivery time in the time frame of the delivery agent.
13. The Prize must be claimed before 11.59pm on 2nd September for the CRUCAST Indoor
London Festival Competition (check with enquiries@locknloadevents.com).
14. The Prize Winner must be over 18 years of age and both must hold a valid photo ID to gain
entry to the venue.
Winner confirmation and notification

15. The draw will take place within 1 day of the closing date. The Prize Winner will be notified by
email on Tuesday 13th August and given details of how to claim the Prize. If the Prize Winner
does not respond to the notification by midnight on 2nd September after the original
notification email is sent by the Promoter or Promotion Partner to the email address provided
at the time of entry, the Prize Winner will forfeit his/her right to the Prize and the Promoter
shall be entitled to select another winner by another random draw. That subsequent Prize
Winner will have to respond to the notification email within 7 days of the date on which that
email is sent or they will also forfeit the prize.
Personal data and publicity
16. The Promoter, Promotion Partner and prize provider may publish and publicize your name,
image, social media handle and/or profile picture, and your entry, and we may refer to your
and your guest’s or travel companion’s association with the Promotion and/or the prize, in
any and all media, worldwide, in perpetuity, for publicity and PR purposes.
17. The Promoter’s address is: Lock ‘N’ Load Events Ltd, Unit 2 Sycamore Court, Royal Oak Yard,
Bermondsey Street, London, SE1 3TR.

